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Am I Healthy?
• Like going to a doctor for a physical, you need more than
to have your pulse taken to determine your overall health
• There are many other factors that contribute in
understanding your well-being
– Blood pressure
- Existing Medications
– Temperature
- Family history
– Reflexes
- Lifestyle choices
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Current State of Health (Transport Style)
• The current state of
interstate transport is
often only defined by an
upwind state’s entire
contribution to a
downwind monitor’s
modeled concentration
• But this only tells a part
of the story
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Specific Tests
• Category-based source apportionment can help define
a finer subset of geographic-only contribution
– Assist in determining where controls are best
applied
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Selecting the Right Instruments
• Sometimes multiple, equally acceptable tools and
tests are available – choosing the most appropriate
one is important

Methods Source: http://midwestozonegroup.com/files/SourceApportionmentScenarioModelingResultsandComparisontothe2017CrossStateAirPollutionRuleModelingPlatform.pdf
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What Else Do We Need to Check?
• Are our instruments working? Fairfield
1
– Configuration and model performance
evaluations of key monitors and 1days
selected for attainment test or relative
1 3 4
and significant contribution
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Source: http://midwestozonegroup.com/files/ModelPerformanceReviewatMonitorswithComplexMeteorologyLand-WaterInterfaces.pdf

Is There Anything Else You Need
To Share With Me?
• Emission inventories are a continually moving target
that need revision on an ongoing basis
• Sometimes resources prevent everything from being
included that should be
– Regional or local control omission from future
base cases can impact attainment or contribution
calculations
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Outside Influences on Local Issues
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• International contribution, wildfires, and natural background
emissions play an ever increasing role in modeled ozone
• We need a better understanding and quantification of the
impact of these sources on regional air quality and better tools
and policies to account for their presence
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Does My Insurance Cover That?
• We all want to make sure that our air quality is
improving and that we are addressing issues
that have the greatest impact on impairing
progress
• We also need to ensure that we are looking in
the right places for improvements to occur and
realize that sometimes the answers are not as
simple as using a single metric
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See The Receptionist For Your Bill
• Navigating interstate (and international) contribution can be difficult and
states don’t have to do it alone
• Just like understanding all of your critical stats to determine your overall
health, it is important that good science is used in addressing the
development of state and regional policy on air quality issues
• Collectively, improvements and clarification of methods and models can be
shared and lessons learned can benefit all who may/will be in the same
situation
• Otherwise, you might get charged for a surgical procedure when all you
have done is had your temperature taken
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